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< br / > again use the "Mamba" design theme, asics for classic shoes Gel-Respector released this pair of new color. Plain white
through the retro shoes body by the full version of snakeskin pattern to create a luxurious visual sense, grey side mark as low-key
embellishment and with the heel and outsole echoes. The shoe models will be purchased at the Feature and other designated stores
over the weekend. (Editor: YOYO)
Chinese shoes Network April 29 hearing, a few days ago, reporters from the Peak (China) Sports Goods Co., Ltd. official website
informed, Pick HKEx recently announced specific plans for its implementation of equity incentive. 
announcement and subsequent adjustments, Peak will grant a total of 1,308.5 million shares, more than 400 Olympic employees,
including the company's executives, and other administrative and production staff. Among them, the highest earned 30 million of
equity incentive, the lowest received 5,000 shares. 
The first incentive stock options exercise period of 4 years. According to the announcement revealed that the stock price will be an
exercise price per share of HK $ 5.916 as share options, in the period of validity of the Option, the Option may be the first batch of 30
percent over one year from the date of the exercise period of four years after the date of grant the second batch of 30 percent for two
years after the date of grant available from the date of the exercise period of three years40% share options left behind, three years
after the date of the grant may be exercised within a period of two years since. 
Olympic Sports CEO Zhi-Hua Xu said that the employees become shareholders, in order to motivate employees and businesses
grow to a greater extent. This is just the first plan, the audience of more than 400. Next, Peak will start the second round of equity
incentive is to be assigned to new entrants to the Olympic and outstanding employees.
[China] shoes network news, Beijing time on March 28, the world's leading sporting goods company Nike Tiger Woods sex scandal
during the outbreak has been firmly on his side, and now he's the action has paid off. According to gossip website TMZ reported on
Thursday, the world's first golf shot a new Nike commercials. 
According to the website, advertising the location is in Isleworth, Florida court, when Tiger will wear the traditional black and red shirt,
at least some action shots. TMZ website said that Nike has been selected by a substitute of the location, I came Tiger Woods will be
completed soon after the shooting, they will quickly leave after the end of shooting. 
Tiger Woods last November 27 after the occurrence of bizarre early morning car accident, news of his affair continue to emerge,
each tabloid sex scandal of his digging even to the point of all-pervasive, the world's first and clean their golf , healthy image suddenly
greatly affected. However, in this process, Nike stand up and published a statement in which the content is this: "Nike will always
support Tiger and his family and we respect Tiger's request for privacy at this moment, our thoughts. Tiger and his family is the same.
"
In the past five months, Nike for this position has never wavered. However, when CNN to Nike verify whether Tiger Woods shot a
commercial for the company, a spokesman for the company declined to comment. 
Woods plans comeback at next month's US Masters.
World Cup four professional contacts popular NIKE running shoes
2006-06-17 08:37:59 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [source: Chinese shoes network] Print Close 
What help Ronaldo and Henry more frequent and more powerful, faster sprint? NIKE is the lightest, fastest shoes. Fulminant
accelerate design allows guard catch up. Perfect for Perfect rely on speed and skill to get rid of the opponent's players. 
This is the NIKE launched in 2006 during the World Cup four professional running shoes! To provide better and more humane
hardware for the athletes! 
NO.1 
heel locking system 
NIKE Sports Research Laboratory researchers used high-speed cameras and pressure sensing technology to accelerate the
process of analysis Ronaldo and other players, resulting in the Vapor heel locking system. 
NO.2 
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